
 

 

 

         April 28, 2013 

Dear Gov. Jerry Brown, 

 This is an open letter to you and all the administration of CDCR to put you on notice that on 

behalf of all inmates here at High Desert State Prison, we have come together in a united fashion to 

voice our concerns about ongoing issues that never get properly addressed.  We have enclosed a list of 

our demands to hopefully be taken seriously and negotiated in a constructive fashion.  We plan on 

joining the peaceful hunger/work strike on July 8, 2013 if these demands are not met or negotiated by 

that time.  Much thought and consideration has gone into our decision to put our lives on the line in 

order to bring positive change to our living conditions and basic human rights.  All races, groups, etc. etc. 

here on D facility are asking your time and consideration on these matters.  You may address these 

issues/demands through our executive Men’s Advisory Council body.  We would appreciate your input 

and response.  Thank you. 

         Respectfully submitted, 

         All D Facility inmates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



List of Demands on behalf of all inmates on D-Facility, buildings 1-6: 

1)  Reinstate behind the wall vocations: wood shop, metal shop, auto shop, paint & body, small 

engines, etc., etc.  Meaningful jobs for all inmates.  These types of jobs are essential for lifer to 

develop skills & certificates for board of prison terms.  None are currently offered. 

2) Canteen, concrete yard, and contact visiting after any lockdown lasting longer than 30 days.  

Every inmate should be insured to shop on their draw, access to not miss their draw.  If 

lockdown is for racial issues, then one race gets contact visit on Saturday and the other race gets 

Sunday with all other races who aren’t involved. 

3) Laundry & blanket exchange every 6 months, as it’s supposed to be. 

4) Fingernail clippers and tooth brushes on canteen %/or packages.  These were recently 

disapproved and we only get the SHU/Ad-Seg tooth brushes & no clippers. 

5) Supplies in units, forms, indigent supplies, cleaners, etc. etc.  All units severely lacking now. 

6) Cookies, pies, danish, etc., etc. with crème and/or fruit filling should be allowed same as in 

SHU’s.  All these items were recently disallowed. 

7) Be allowed to wear shoes or boots to showers during lockdowns.  Wearing shower shoes only is 

a security and safety concern for inmates and officers both.  This is very dangerous, especially on 

stairs with wet feet while handcuffed. 

8) Phone access to all inmates, whether (A2B) or (A1A).  Every dayroom and phone sign-up. 

9) Hotpots sold on canteen, as before. 

10) Special purchase: any appliances and CD’s should be able to be purchased through special 

purchase: Hotpots, fans, CD players, TV’s, etc., etc., and not count as quarterly packages.  This 

program ran smooth before and puts money in IWF for each special purchase. 

11) Better maintenance services: plumbers, electricians, painters, etc., etc.  We are averaging 4-6 

months for normal simple maintenance repairs.  No hot water, no lights, rusted lockers, bunks 

and desks.  This is unacceptable and a serious health & safety issue.  Broken toilets for over 6 

months!!! 

12) Run workers on time and regular consistent schedule, so they have time to properly do assigned 

tasks effectively and efficiently. 

13) Individual accountability on lockdowns.  Don’t engage in group punishments, searches, etc., etc., 

because of one group’s segment’s actions. 

14) Allow Levi’s back in package, as before. 

15) Give us patio action during contact visits, so there’s fresh air available for visitors and inmates. 

16) Allow inmates yard time on both of their days off from work. 

17) Pictures on yard, buy ducats from canteen. 

18) Better access to law library. 

19) More entertainment channels, similar to old Susanville prison. 

20) Ducat system or list for quarterly packages so inmates know if a package has arrived and will be 

prepared for trade-in items. 

 


